Purpose

MOD APICCO changes the designated Operation API-CONT content, deficit or indices to the value entered.

A change to the surface moisture index (SMI) specified as a deficit has precedent over a direct change to the index.

Format

Use Format B2 with one date on the command card.

.APICCO  date  [ FGROUP ]
identifier keyword value [ / opname ]

where date is the date which must be less than or equal to Technique LSTCMPDY and must be within 12 hours before Technique STARTRUN or ENDRUN

keyword is the keyword; valid keywords are:
  o API  - antecedent precipitation index
  o SMI  - surface moisture index
  o SMID - surface moisture index deficit
  o BFSC - baseflow storage contents
  o BFI  - baseflow index
  o FI   - frost index
  o FEI  - frost efficiency index

value is the value

The fields keyword and value may be repeated.

Example

In this example the Operation API-CONT carryover is changed for a number of Segments.

.APICCO 0326
SEEM7 API  2.5  SMI 0.8 BFSC  3.7
DARW3 SMID  0.0
BLVW3 BFI  .15  FEI  0.0
LNEM5 FI   10.  FEI  0.5